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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an image information encoding apparatus and a method therfor, and an image
information decoding apparatus and a method therfor, which are used in receiving, through network media such as
satellite broadcasting service, cable TV (television) or Internet, etc., or in processing, on storage or memory media such
as optical disc, magnetic disc or flash memory, etc., image compressed information (bit stream) compressed by orthogonal
transform such as discrete cosine transform or Karhunen-Loeve transform, etc. and motion prediction/compensation
like MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group), H. 26x, etc.
[0002] This Application claims priority of Japanese Patent Application No. 2003-277128, field on July 18, 2003, the
entirety of which is incorporated by reference herein.

Background Art

[0003] In recent years, apparatuses in conformity with the system such as MPEG in which image information are dealt
as digital information to compress such image information by orthogonal transform such as discrete cosine transform,
etc. and motion prediction/compensation by utilizing redundancy specific to image information for the purpose of realizing
transmission/storage of information having high efficiency in that instance are being popularized at both information
distribution (delivery) at broadcasting station, etc. and information reception in general homes.
[0004] Particularly, the MPEG2 (ISO/IEC 13818-2) is defined as general purpose image encoding system, and is
widely used at present in broad application for professional use purpose and consumer use purpose at the standard
where both interlaced scanning image and sequential scanning image, and standard resolution image and high definition
image are covered. By using the MPEG2 compression system, in the case of interlaced scanning image of the standard
resolution having, e.g., 720 480 pixels, code quantity (bit rate) of 4 to 8 Mbps is assigned, and in the case of interlaced
scanning image of high resolution having 1920 1088 pixels, code quantity (bit rate) of 18 to 22 Mbps is assigned so that
high compression factor and satisfactory picture quality can be realized.
[0005] The MPEG2 is mainly directed to high picture quality encoding adapted mainly to encoding system for broadcast,
but did not comply with encoding system having code quantity (bit rate) lower than that of the MPEG1, i.e., compression
factor higher than that. However, it is deemed that needs of such encoding system will be increased in future with
popularization of portable (mobile) terminals. In correspondence therewith, standardization of the MPEG4 encoding
system has been performed. In connection with the image encoding system, its standard has been approved as the
International Standard as ISO/IEC 14496-2 on December, 1998.
[0006] Further, in recent years, with realization of image encoding for television conference being as the object in the
beginning, standardization of H.264 (ITU-TQ6/16 VCEG) is being developed. It is known that while the H.264 requires
a larger number of operation quantities for encoding/decoding thereof as compared to the conventional encoding system
such as MPEG2 or MPEG4, higher encoding efficiency can be realized. In addition, standardization in which functions
which cannot be supported by H.264 are also taken in with the H.264 being as base to realize higher encoding efficiency
is being performed at present by JVT (Joint Video Team) as a part of activity of the MPEG4.
[0007] Here, outline of the configuration of an image information encoding apparatus adapted for realizing image
compression by orthogonal transform such as discrete cosine transform or Karhnen-Loueve transform, etc. and motion
prediction/compensation is shown in FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 1, the image information encoding apparatus 100 comprises
an A/D (Analogue/Digital) converting unit 101, an image sorting buffer 102, an adder 103, an orthogonal transform unit
104, a quantization unit 105, a reversible encoding unit 106, a storage buffer 107, an inverse quantization unit 108, an
inverse orthogonal transform unit 109, an adder 110, a frame memory 111, a motion prediction/compensation unit 112,
an intra prediction unit 113, and a rate control unit 114.
[0008] In FIG. 1, the A/D converting unit 101 converts an inputted image signal into a digital signal. The image sorting
buffer 102 performs sorting of frames in accordance with GOP (Group of Pictures) structure of image compressed
information outputted from the image information encoding apparatus 100.
[0009] In this example, the image sorting buffer 102 delivers image information of the entirety of frames to the orthogonal
transform unit 104 in regard to images in which intra (intra-image) encoding is performed. The orthogonal transform unit
104 implements orthogonal transform such as discrete cosine transform or Karhnen-Loueve transform, etc. to image
information to deliver transform coefficients to the quantization unit 105. The quantization unit 105 implements quanti-
zation processing to the transform coefficients which have been delivered from the orthogonal transform unit 104.
[0010] The reversible encoding unit 106 implements reversible encoding such as variable length encoding or arithmetic
encoding, etc. to the quantized transform coefficients to deliver the encoded transform coefficients to the storage buffer
107 to store them thereinto. The encoded transform coefficients thus obtained are outputted as image compressed
information.
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[0011] The behavior (operation) of the quantization unit 105 is controlled by the rate control unit 114. Moreover, the
quantization unit 105 delivers quantized transform coefficients to the inverse quantization unit 108. The inverse quanti-
zation unit 108 inverse-quantizes the transform coefficients thus delivered. The inverse orthogonal transform unit 109
implements inverse orthogonal transform processing to the inverse-quantized transform coefficients to generate decoded
image information to deliver the information thus generated to the frame memory 111 to store them thereinto.
[0012] On the other hand, the image sorting buffer 102 delivers image information to the motion prediction/compen-
sation unit 112 in regard to images in which inter (inter-image) encoding is performed. The motion prediction/compensation
unit 112 takes out image information referred at the same time from the frame memory 111 to implement motion prediction/
compensation processing thereto to generate reference image information. The motion prediction/compensation unit
112 delivers the reference image information thus generated to the adder 103. The adder 103 converts the reference
image information into a difference signal between the reference image information and the image information thus
delivered. In addition, the motion compensation/prediction unit 112 delivers motion vector information to the reversible
encoding unit 106 at the same time.
[0013] The reversible encoding unit 106 implements reversible encoding processing such as variable length encoding
or arithmetic encoding, etc. to the motion vector information thus delivered to form information inserted into the header
portion of the image compressed information. It is to be noted that since other processing are the same as those of
image compressed information to which intra-encoding is implemented, their explanation will be omitted.
[0014] Here, in the encoding system in which standardization is performed by the above-described JVT (hereinafter
referred to as JVT Codec), there is employed intra-predictive encoding such that predictive images are generated from
pixels around block in performing intra-encoding to encode difference therebetween. Namely, in regard to images in
which intra-encoding is performed, prediction images are generated from pixel values in which encoding has been
already completed in the vicinity of pixel block to be encoded so that differences with respect to the predictive images
thereof are encoded. The inverse quantization unit 108 and the inverse orthogonal transform unit 109 respectively
inverse-quantize and inverse-orthogonally transform intra-encoded pixels. The adder 110 adds output of the inverse
orthogonal transform unit 109 and prediction images used in encoding pixel block corresponding thereto to deliver the
added values thus obtained to the frame memory 111 to store them thereinto. In the case of pixel block to be intra-
encoded, the intra prediction unit 113 reads out already encoded neighboring pixels stored in the frame memory 111 to
generate prediction image. At this time, also with respect to the intra-prediction mode used for generation of prediction
image, reversible encoding processing is implemented thereto at the reversible encoding unit 106 to output information
thus processed in the state included into image compressed information.
[0015] Subsequently, outline of the configuration of an image information decoding apparatus corresponding to the
above-described image information encoding apparatus 100 is shown in FIG. 2. The image information decoding appa-
ratus 120 comprises, as shown in FIG. 2, a storage buffer 121, a reversible decoding unit 122, an inverse quantization
unit 123, an inverse orthogonal transform unit 124, an adder 125, an image sorting buffer 126, a D/A (Digital/Analogue)
converting unit 127, a motion prediction/compensation unit 128, a frame memory 129, and an intra-prediction unit 130.
[0016] In FIG. 2, the storage buffer 121 temporarily stores inputted image compressed information thereafter to transfer
the image compressed information to the reversible decoding unit 122. The reversible decoding unit 122 implements
processing such as variable length decoding or arithmetic decoding, etc. to the image compressed information on the
basis of a predetermined format for image compressed information to deliver quantized transform coefficients to the
inverse quantization unit 123. Moreover, in the case where corresponding frame is inter-encoded frame, the reversible
decoding unit 122 also decodes motion vector information stored at the header portion of the image compressed infor-
mation to deliver the information thus decoded to the motion prediction/compensation unit 128.
[0017] The inverse quantization unit 123 inverse-quantizes quantized transform coefficients delivered from the revers-
ible decoding unit 122 to deliver the transform coefficients thus obtained to the inverse orthogonal transform unit 124.
The inverse orthogonal transform unit 124 implements inverse orthogonal transform such as inverse discrete cosine
transform or inverse Karhunen-Loeve transform, etc. to the transform coefficients on the basis of a predetermined format
for image compressed information.
[0018] Here, in the case where corresponding frame is intra-encoded frame, the image information to which inverse
orthogonal transform processing has been implemented are stored into the image sorting buffer 126, and are outputted
after D/A converting processing at the D/A converting unit 127.
[0019] On the other hand, in the case where corresponding frame is inter-encoded frame, the motion prediction/
compensation unit 128 generates reference image on the basis of motion vector information to which reversible decoding
processing has been implemented and image information stored in the frame memory 129 to deliver the reference image
thus generated to the adder 125. The adder 125 synthesizes the reference image and output of the inverse orthogonal
transform unit 124. It is to be noted that since other processing are the same as those of the intra-encoded frame, their
explanation will be omitted.
[0020] In this example, since the intra-predictive encoding system is employed in the JVT Codec, in the case where
corresponding frame is intra-encoded frame, the intra-prediction unit 130 reads out image from the frame memory 129
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to generate prediction image in accordance with intra-prediction mode to which reversible decoding processing has
been implemented at the reversible decoding unit 122. The adder 125 adds output of the inverse orthogonal transform
unit 124 and this prediction image.
[0021] The image information encoding apparatus 100 and the image information decoding apparatus 120 which have
been explained above are disclosed in, e.g., the Japanese Patent Application Laid Open No. 2001-199818 publication
and the Japanese Patent Application Laid Open No. 2002-20953 publication.
[0022] Meanwhile, in the JVT Codec (H. 264 | MPEG-4 AVC), as described above, in performing intra-encoding
processing, there is employed such an intra predictive encoding system to generate prediction images from pixels around
block to encode differences therebetween.
[0023] Here, in regard to luminance component, there are used two prediction systems of intra 4 4 prediction mode
where prediction is performed on 4 4 pixel block basis and intra 16 16 prediction mode where prediction is performed
on 16 16 pixel block (macro block) basis.
[0024] On the other hand, in regard to color difference components, predictions are performed on Cb, Cr respective
8 8 block basis. This predictive encoding method is the same as that in the intra 16 16 prediction mode, wherein this
prediction mode is changed into the prediction mode of 8 8 block units. The prediction mode in the intra-predictive
encoding of color difference is shown in
[0025] FIG. 3. As shown in FIG. 3, at the JVT Codec, four prediction modes of

(a) Vertical mode (mode = 0)
(b) Horizontal mode (mode = 1)
(c) DC mode (mode = 2)
(d) Plane Prediction mode (mode = 3)

are defined. In accordance with prediction mode having least predictive difference (residual), prediction image is gen-
erated. The technique of generating prediction image in these four prediction modes will be explained below.

(a) Vertical mode (mode = 0)

[0026] In the Vertical mode, pixels of adjacent upper side block of color difference block (in the case of 4:2:0 format,
upper macro block) of color difference block are copied to allow the pixels thus copied to be prediction image of corre-
sponding block. When pixels of adjacent upper side block are expressed as p[x, -1], prediction image predc of the color
difference block in this case is represented by the following formula (1). It is to be noted that this mode can be used only
in the case where adjacent upper side block exists.
[1] 

(b) Horizontal mode (mode = 1)

[0027] In the Horizontal mode, pixels of adjacent left side block of color difference block (in the case of 4:2:0 format,
left macro block) are copied to allow the pixels thus copied to be prediction image of corresponding block. When pixels
of adjacent left side block are expressed as p[-1, y], prediction image predc of the color difference block in this case is
represented by the following formula (2). It is to be noted that this mode can be used only in the case where adjacent
left side block exists.
[2] 

(c) DC mode (mode = 2)

[0028] In the DC mode, pixels of adjacent upper and left side blocks of color difference block are used to allow the
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mean (average) value thereof to be prediction image. It is to be noted that in the case where adjacent pixels do not exist,
value 128 is used as prediction signal.
[0029] Namely, in the case of x, y = 0..3, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p[x, -1]
and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x, y = 0..3). More particularly, in four cases of the case
(i) where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist,
(iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel
p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following formulas (3) to (6).
[3] 

[0030] Similarly, in the case of x = 4..7, y = 0..3, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel
p[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x = 4..7, y = 0..3). More particularly, in three cases
of (i) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists, (ii) the case where pixel..p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and
(iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in
accordance with the following formulas (7) to (9).
[4] 
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[0031] Similarly, in the case of x = 0..3, y = 4..7, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel
p[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x = 0..3, y = 4..7). More particularly, in three cases
of (i) the case where pixel p[-1, y] exists, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p [-1, y] does not exist, and
(iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in
accordance with the following formulas (10) to (12).
[5] 

[0032] Similarly, in the case of x, y = 4..7, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p[x, -1]
and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x, y = 4..7). More particularly, in four cases of (i) the case
where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist,
(iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel
p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following formulas (13)
to (16).
[6] 
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(d) Plane Prediction mode (mode =3)

[0033] In the Plane Prediction mode, prediction image is plane-approximated from pixel of left side block (left macro
block in the case of 4:2:0 format) and pixel of upper side block which are adjacent of color difference block to allow the
prediction image thus obtained to be prediction image of corresponding block. When pixel of left side block and pixel of
upper side block which are adjacent are respectively expressed as p[-1, y] and p[x, -1], prediction image predc of color
difference in this case is represented by the following formula (17). Here, Clip1 indicates that clipping into the range
from 0 to 255 is performed.
[7] 

where 

[0034] In a manner as stated above, after intra-prediction of color difference component is performed by any one of
the four prediction modes to generate prediction image, a difference signal between current pixel block and the prediction
image is generated at the adder 103. The orthogonal transform unit 104 applies 4 4 integral transform to the difference
signal of 8 8 blocks on 4 4 pixel block basis. When a difference signal obtained by subtracting prediction image from
current pixel block is expressed as F4 4, 4 4 integral transform is represented by the following formula (18).
[8] 

where 
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[0035] Further, in the JVT Codec, after 4 4 integral transform is performed, (0, 0) coefficients (DC coefficients) of four
4 4 blocks within 8 8 blocks are collected to constitute 2 2 blocks as shown in FIG. 4 to apply 2 2 Hadamard transform
to the 2 2 blocks. This is because efficiency of intra-prediction used in color difference is not so high, and correlation is
still left between (0, 0) coefficients of adjacent 4 4 blocks. In order to enhance (increase) encoding efficiency to more
degree by utilizing this correlation, only (0, 0) coefficients of 4 4 blocks are collected to constitute 2 2 blocks to apply 2
2 Hadamard transform thereto. When chroma DC block of 2 2 is expressed as fdc2 2, chroma DC block fdc’ 2 2 after
undergone 2 2 Hadamard transform is represented by the following formula (19).
[9] 

where 

[0036] After integral transform processing, respective coefficients are quantized. When parameter for determining
quantization coefficients of luminance is QPy, parameter QPc for determining quantization coefficients of color difference
is calculated in a manner as described below.
[0037] Namely, first, QPy (which takes value ranging from 0 to 51) to be encoded in image compressed information
and offset value chroma_qp_offset of quantization coefficients of color difference are used to calculate parameter QPi
in accordance with the following formula (20). In this case, QPi is caused to undergo clipping into the range from 0 to 51.
[10] 

[0038] Further, this QPi is used to determine parameter QPc of color difference from the Table 1 shown as below.
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[0039] Here, when values of respective AC coefficients before quantization are f, and values of respective AC coeffi-
cients after quantization are f’, values of quantized coefficients are represented by the following formula (21).
[11] 

where 

[0040] On the other hand, when values of respective DC coefficients before quantization are fdc, and values of re-
spective DC coefficients after quantization are fdc’, values of quantized coefficients are represented by the following
formula (22). In this case, r in the formula (22) is constant for rounding processing.
[12] 

[0041] Moreover, when AC coefficients after inverse quantization are f", inverse quantization of AC coefficients is
represented by the following formula (23).
[13] 

where 
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[0042] On the other hand, when inverse-quantized DC coefficients are fdc", inverse quantization of DC coefficients is
represented by the following formula (24) in the case where QPc is 6 (six) or more, and is represented by the following
formula (25) in the case where QPc is less than 6 (six).
[14] 

[0043] While intra-predictive encoding processing is performed in the JVT Codec in a manner as stated above, there
was the problem that even if the above-mentioned technique is used, since block size is small in the intra-predictive
encoding of color difference, encoding efficiency is inferior as compared to luminance.
[0044] In addition, there was the problem that the above-mentioned technique only complies with 4:2:0 format and
YCbCr color space, so encoding cannot be performed in the case of 4:2:2 format, 4:4:4 format, RGB color space, XYZ
color space, etc.

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be solved by the Invention

[0045] The present invention has been proposed in view of conventional actual circumstances as described above,
and its object is to provide an image information encoding apparatus and a method therefor, and an image information
decoding apparatus and a method therefor, which can more efficiently perform encoding/decoding of even images of 4:
2:2 format, 4:4:4 format, RGB color space and/or XYZ color space, etc.

Means for solving the problems

[0046] The image information encoding apparatus according to the present invention is directed to an image information
encoding apparatus adapted for blocking an input image signal to implement orthogonal transform thereto on the block
basis to perform quantization, which comprises: intra-image prediction means for adaptively changing block size on the
basis of a chroma format signal indicating resolution of a color signal and a color space signal indicating color space to
generate a prediction image in performing intra-image predictive encoding of the color signal; transform means for
performing, on a predetermined block size basis, integral transform of a difference signal between the prediction image
generated by the intra-image prediction means and an original image; quantization means for adaptively changing
quantization technique in accordance with transform processing by the transform means to quantize transform coefficients
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generated by the transform means; and encoding means for encoding the transform coefficients quantized by the
quantization means, the chroma format signal and the color space signal.
[0047] Moreover, the image information encoding method according to the present invention is directed to an image
information encoding method of blocking an input image signal to implement orthogonal transform thereto on the block
basis to perform quantization, which comprises: an intra-image prediction step of adaptively changing block size on the
basis of a chroma format signal indicating resolution of a color signal and a color space signal indicating color space to
generate a prediction image in performing intra-image predictive encoding of the color signal; a transform step of per-
forming, on a predetermined block size basis, integral transform processing of a difference signal between the prediction
image generated at the intra-image prediction step and an original image; a quantization step of adaptively changing
quantization technique in accordance with transform processing at the transform step to quantize transform coefficients
generated at the transform step; and an encoding step of encoding the transform coefficients quantized at the quantization
step, the chroma format signal and the color space signal.
[0048] In such image information encoding apparatus and method therefor, in performing infra-image predictive en-
coding of input image signal, block size in generating prediction image is adaptively changed on the basis of chroma
format signal indicating whether resolution of color component is that of any one of 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:
4 format, etc., and color space signal indicating whether color space is any one of, e.g., YCbCr, RGB and XYZ, etc.
Further, in the image information encoding apparatus and the method therefor, chroma format signal and color space
signal are encoded along with quantized transform coefficients.
[0049] Further, the image information decoding apparatus according to the present invention is directed to an image
information decoding apparatus adapted for decoding information obtained by implementing inverse quantization and
inverse orthogonal transform to image compressed information in which an input image signal is blocked to implement
orthogonal transform thereto on the block basis so that quantization is performed with respect thereto, which comprises:
decoding means for decoding quantized and encoded transform coefficients, a chroma format signal indicating resolution
of a color signal and a color space signal indicating color space; inverse quantization means for adaptively changing
inverse quantization technique in accordance with the chroma format signal and the color space signal to inverse-
quantize the transform coefficients decoded by the decoding means; inverse transform means for performing integral
transform of the inverse-quantized blocks; and intra-image prediction means for generating a prediction image in per-
forming intra-image predictive decoding of the color signal at a block size corresponding to the chroma format signal
and the color space signal by using an output signal from the inverse transform means.
[0050] In addition, the image information decoding method according to the present invention is directed to an image
information decoding method of decoding information obtained by implementing inverse quantization and inverse or-
thogonal transform to image compressed information in which an input image signal is blocked to implement orthogonal
transform thereto on the block basis so that quantization is performed with respect thereto, which comprises: a decoding
step of decoding quantized and encoded transform coefficients, a chroma format signal indicating resolution of a color
signal and a color space signal indicating color space; an inverse quantization step of adaptively changing inverse
quantization technique in accordance with the chroma format signal and the color space signal to inverse-quantize the
transform coefficients decoded at the decoding step; an inverse transform step of performing integral transform of the
inverse-quantized blocks; and an intra-image prediction step of generating a prediction image in performing intra-image
predictive decoding of the color signal at a block size corresponding to the chroma format signal and the color space
signal by using an output signal of the inverse transform step.
[0051] In such image information decoding apparatus and the method therefor, chroma format signal indicating whether
resolution of color component is that of any one of, e.g., 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and format 4:4:4 format, etc., and
color space signal indicating whether color space is any one of, e.g., YCbCr, RGB, and XYZ, etc. are decoded to generate
prediction image in performing intra-image predictive decoding of the color signal at a block size corresponding to the
chroma format signal and the color space signal.

Effects/Advantages of the Invention

[0052] In accordance with the image information encoding apparatus and the method therefor, and the image infor-
mation decoding apparatus and the method therefor according to the present invention, encoding/decoding can be
efficiently performed by intra-image prediction not only in connection with the case of 4:2:0 format and YCbCr color
space, but also in connection with 4:2:2 format, 4:4:4 format, RGB color space and/or XYZ color space, etc.
[0053] Still further objects of the present invention and practical merits obtained by the present invention will become
more apparent from the description of the embodiments which will be given below with reference to the attached drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0054]
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FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing outline of the configuration of a conventional image information encoding apparatus
adapted for realizing image compression by orthogonal transform such as discrete cosine transform or Karhnen-
Loeve transform, etc. and motion prediction/compensation.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing outline of the configuration of a conventional image information decoding apparatus
corresponding to the above-mentioned image information encoding apparatus.
FIG. 3 is a view for explaining four intra-prediction modes in JVT Codec.
FIG. 4 is a view showing the state where DC coefficients of four 4 4 blocks within 8 8 block are collected to constitute
2 2 block.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing outline of the configuration of an image information encoding apparatus according
to the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing one example of the configuration of intra-prediction unit in the image information
encoding apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a view showing one example of the configuration of orthogonal transform unit in the image information
encoding apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a view showing the state where DC coefficients of eight 4 4 blocks within two 8 8 blocks successive in a
longitudinal direction are collected to constitute 2 4 blocks.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing one example of the configuration of quantization unit in the image information
encoding apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing one example of the configuration of inverse-quantization unit in the image
information encoding apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing one example of the configuration of inverse-orthogonal transform unit in the
image information encoding apparatus according to the present invention.
FIG. 12 is a block diagram showing outline of the configuration of an image information decoding apparatus according
to the present invention.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0055] While practical embodiments to which the present invention is applied will now be described in detail with
reference to the attached drawings, it should be noted that the present invention is not limited to such embodiments,
but it is a matter of course that various changes or modifications can be made within the scope which does not depart
from the gist of the present invention.

(1) Configuration and operation of the image information encoding apparatus

[0056] First, outline of the configuration of the image information encoding apparatus according to the present invention
is shown in FIG. 5. The image information encoding apparatus 10 comprises, as shown in FIG. 5, an A/D (Analogue/
Digital) converting unit 11, an image sorting buffer 12, an adder 13, an orthogonal transform unit 14, a quantization unit
15, a reversible encoding unit 16, a storage buffer 17, an inverse quantization unit 18, an inverse orthogonal transform
unit 19, an adder 20, a frame memory 21, a motion prediction/compensation unit 22, an intra-prediction unit 23, and a
rate control unit 24.
[0057] In FIG. 5, the A/D converting unit 11 converts an inputted image signal into a digital signal. Further, the image
sorting buffer 12 performs sorting of frames in accordance with GOP (Group of Pictures) structure of image compressed
information outputted from the image information encoding apparatus 10. In this example, the image sorting buffer 12
delivers image information of the entirety of frames to the orthogonal transform unit 14 in regard to images in which intra
(intra-image) encoding is performed. The orthogonal transform unit 14 implements orthogonal transform such as discrete
cosine transform or Karhunen-Loeve transform, etc. to the image information to deliver transform coefficients to the
quantization unit 15. The quantization unit 15 implements quantization processing to the transform coefficients delivered
from the orthogonal transform unit 14.
[0058] The reversible encoding unit 16 implements reversible encoding such as variable length encoding or arithmetic
encoding, etc. to the quantized transform coefficients to deliver the transform coefficients thus encoded to the storage
buffer 17 to store them thereinto. The encoded transform coefficients are outputted as image compressed information.
[0059] The behavior (operation) of the quantization unit 15 is controlled by the rate control unit 24. Moreover, the
quantization unit 15 delivers quantized transform coefficients to the inverse quantization unit 18. The inverse quantization
unit 18 inverse-quantizes the transform coefficients thus delivered. The inverse orthogonal transform unit 19 implements
inverse orthogonal transform processing to the inverse-quantized transform coefficients to generate decoded image
information to deliver the information thus generated to the frame memory 21 to store them thereinto.
[0060] On the other hand, the image sorting buffer 12 delivers image information to the motion prediction/compensation
unit 22 in regard to images in which inter (inter-image) encoding is performed. The motion prediction/compensation unit
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22 takes out, from the frame memory 21, image information referred at the same time to implement motion prediction/
compensation processing thereto to generate reference image information. The motion prediction/compensation unit
22 delivers the reference image information thus generated to the adder 13. The adder 13 converts the reference image
information into a difference signal between the reference image information and corresponding image information. In
addition, the motion compensation/prediction unit 22 delivers motion vector information to the reversible encoding unit
16 at the same time.
[0061] The reversible encoding unit 16 implements reversible encoding processing such as variable length encoding
or arithmetic encoding, etc. to the motion vector information thus delivered to form information inserted into header
portion of image compressed information. It is to be noted that since other processing are the same as those of image
compressed information to which intra-encoding is implemented, the explanation thereof will be omitted.
[0062] In this example, in the above-described JVT Codec, in performing intra-encoding, there is employed intra-
predictive encoding system of generating prediction images from pixels around block to encode differences therebetween.
Namely, in regard to images in which intra-encoding is performed (I picture, I slice, intra macro block, etc.), prediction
image is generated from already encoded pixel values in the vicinity of pixel block to be encoded so that difference with
respect to the prediction image is encoded. The inverse quantization unit 18 and the inverse orthogonal transform unit
19 respectively inverse-quantize and inverse orthogonally transform the intra-encoded pixels. The adder 20 adds output
of the inverse orthogonal transform unit 19 and prediction image used in encoding corresponding pixel block to deliver
added value thus obtained to the frame memory 21 to store it thereinto. In the case of pixel block to be intra-encoded,
the intra prediction unit 23 reads out already encoded neighboring pixels stored in the frame memory 21 to generate
prediction image. At this time, also with respect to intra prediction mode used in generation of prediction image, reversible
encoding processing is implemented thereto at the reversible encoding unit 16 to provide an output in the state included
in image compressed information.

(2) The part to which the present invention is applied in the image information encoding apparatus

(2-1) Intra prediction unit

[0063] An example of the configuration of the intra prediction unit 23 is shown in FIG. 6. The intra prediction unit 23
switches prediction technique on the basis of chroma format signal indicating whether resolution of color component is
that of any one of 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, etc., and color space signal indicating whether color space
is any one of YCbCr, RGB and XYZ, etc. In this example, the chroma format signal and the color space signal are set
in advance by external user, etc., and are delivered to the image information encoding apparatus 10.
[0064] In the intra prediction unit 23 shown in FIG. 6, the chroma format signal and the color space signal are delivered
to switches 30, 32. The switches 30 and 32 select any one of intra predictors 31a, 31b, 31c on the basis of the chroma
format signal and the color space signal to deliver an image signal which has been read out from the frame memory 21
to the selected intra predictor to output prediction image from the selected intra predictor. The switches 30, 32 select
the same intra predictor. It is to be noted that while explanation has been given in FIG. 6 on the premise that any one
of three kinds of intra predictors 31a, 31b, 31c is selected, the number of intra predictors, i.e., the number of prediction
systems may be arbitrarily set.

(2-1-1)

[0065] First, the operation of the intra predictor 31a will be explained. The intra predictor 31a serves to perform
prediction with 8 8 block being as unit with respect to an image signal in which the chroma format signal indicates 4:2:
0 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr. It is to be noted that since the operation of the intra predictor 31a is
the same as that of the previsously described prior art, the detailed explanation thereof is omitted.

(2-1-2)

[0066] Then, the operation of the intra predictor 31b will be explained. Also at the intra predictor 31b, four prediction
modes of Vertical mode, Horizontal mode, DC mode and Plane prediction mode exist in the intra color difference prediction
mode. The intra predictor 31b serves to perform prediction with 8 16 block constituted by collecting successive two 8 8
blocks in a longitudinal direction within macro block being as unit with respect to an image signal in which chroma format
signal indicates 4:2:2 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr. The techniques of generating prediction images
in accordance with respective four prediction modes at the intra predictor 31b will be explained below.
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(a) Vertical mode (mode=0)

[0067] In the Vertical mode, pixels of adjacent upper side block of color difference block are copied to allow the pixels
thus copied to be prediction image of corresponding block. When pixels of adjacent upper side block are expressed as
p[x, -1], prediction image predc of color difference in this case is represented by the following formula (26). It is to be
noted that this mode can be used only in the case where adjacent upper side block exists.
[15] 

(b) Horizontal mode (mode= 1)

[0068] In the Horizontal mode, pixels of adjacent left side block of color difference block are copied to allow the pixels
thus copied to be prediction image of corresponding block. When pixels of adjacent left side block are expressed as p
[-1, y], prediction image predc of the color difference block in this case is represented by the following formula (27). It is
to be noted that this mode can be used only in the case where adjacent left side block exists.
[16] 

(c) DC mode (mode=2)

[0069] In the DC mode, pixels of adjacent upper and left side blocks of color difference block are used to allow the
mean (average) value thereof to be prediction image. It is to be noted that in the case where adjacent pixels do not exist,
value 128 is used as prediction signal.
[0070] Namely, in the case of x, y=0..3, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p[x, -1]
and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x, y=0..3). More particularly, in four cases of (i) the case
where pixel p[x, -1] and p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist, (iii)
the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-
1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following formulas (28) to (31).
[17] 
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[0071] Similarly, in the case of x=4..7, y=0..3, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p
[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x=4..7, y=0..3). More particularly, in three cases of
(i) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iii)
the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance
with the following formulas (32) to (34).
[18] 

[0072] Similarly, in the case of x=0..3, y=4..7, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p
[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1,y] which are adjacent (in this example, x=0..3, y=4..7). More particularly, in three cases of
(i) the case where pixel p[-1, y] exists, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist, and (iii)
the case where pixel p[x, -1] and p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance
with the following formulas (35) to (37).
[19] 
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[0073] Similarly, in the case of x, y = 4..7, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p[x, -1]
and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this exmple, x, y = 4..7). More particularly, in four cases of (i) the case
where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist,
(iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel
p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following formulas (38)
to (41).
[20] 

[0074] Similarly, in the case of x=0..3, y=8..11, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p
[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x=0..3, y=8..11). More particularly, in three case of
(i) the case where pixel p[-1, y] exists, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist, and (iii)
the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance
with the following formulas (42) to (44).
[21] 
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[0075] Similarly, in the case of x = 4..7, y = 8..11, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel
p[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x =4..7, y =8..11). More particularly, in four cases
of (i) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y]
does not exist, (iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p
[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following
formulas (45) to (48).
[22] 
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[0076] Similarly, in the case of x = 0..3, y = 12..15, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel
p[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x = 0..3, y = 12..15). More particularly, in three
cases of (i) the case where pixel p[-1, y] exists, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist,
and (iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated
in accordance with the following formulas (49) to (51)
[23] 

[0077] Similarly, in the case of x =4..7, y =12..15, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel
p[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x = 4..7, y = 12.. 15). More particularly, in four
cases of (i) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel [-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-
1, y] does not exist, (iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel
p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following
formulas (52) to (55).
[24] 
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[0078] Here, in the above-described prediction method, since mean (average) value of eight pixels of upper side block
and 16 pixels of left side block is simply caused to be prediction image, it is necessary to perform division by 24. Thus,
there is the problem that operation quantity becomes many. In view of the above, the prediction method is modified in
a manner as described below to perform division by 16 (=24), thereby making it possible to reduce operation quantity.
[0079] Namely, in the case of x, y = 0..7, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p[x, -1]
and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x, y = 0..7). More particularly, in four cases of (i) the case
where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist,
(iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel
p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following formulas (56)
to (59).
[25] 

[0080] Similarly, in the case of x = 0..7, y = 8..15, prediction image predc [x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel
p[x, -1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x = 0..7, y = 8..15). More particularly, in three
cases of (i) the case where pixel p[-1, y] exists, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not exist,
and (iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated
in accordance with the following formulas (60) to (62).
[26] 
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(d) Plane Prediction mode (mode = 3)

[0081] In the Plane Prediction mode, prediction image is plane-approximated from pixel of left side block and pixel of
upper side block which are adjacent of color difference block to allow the prediction image thus obtained to be prediction
image of the corresponding block. When pixels of left and upper side blocks which are adjacent are respectively expressed
as p[-1, y] and p[x, -1], prediction image predc of color difference in this case is represented by the following formula
(63). Here, Clip1 in the formula (63) indicates that clipping is performed into the range from 0 to 255.
[27] 

where 

(2-1-3)

[0082] Subsequently, the operation of the intra predictor 31c will be explained. Also at the intra predictor 31c, four
prediction modes of Vertical mode, Horizontal mode, DC mode and Plane prediction mode exist in the intra color difference
prediction mode. The intra predictor 31c performs prediction with 16 16 block constituted by collecting four 8 8 blocks
in longitudinal and lateral directions successive within macro block being as unit with respect to image signal in which
chroma format signal indicates 4:4:4 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr, RGB or XYZ. Techniques of
generating prediction images in accordance with respective four prediction modes at the intra predictor 31c will be
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explained.

(a) Vertical mode (mode = 0)

[0083] In the Vertical mode, pixels of adjacent upper side block of color difference block are copied to allow the pixels
thus copied to be prediction image of corresponding block. When pixels of adjacent upper side block are expressed as
p[x, -1], prediction image predc of color difference in this case is represented by the following formula (64). It is to be
noted that this mode can be used only in the case where adjacent upper side block exists.
[28] 

(b) Horizontal mode (mode = 1)

[0084] In the Horizontal mode, pixels of adjacent left side block of color difference block are copied to allow the pixels
thus copied to be prediction image of the corresponding block. When pixels of adjacent left side block are expressed as
p[-1, y], prediction image predc of color difference block in this case is represented by the following formula (65). It is to
be noted that this mode can be used only in the case where adjacent left side block exists.
[29] 

(c) DC mode (mode = 2)

[0085] In the DC mode, pixels of upper and lower side blocks which are adjacent of color difference block are used
to allow the mean (average) value thereof to be prediction image. It is to be noted that in the case where adjacent pixels
do not exist, value 128 is used as prediction signal.
[0086] Namely, in the case of x, y = 0..15, prediction image predc p[x, y] is generated by using upper side pixel p[x,
-1] and left side pixel p[-1, y] which are adjacent (in this example, x, y = 0..15). More particularly, in four cases of (i) the
case where pixel p[x, -1] and pixel p[-1, y] both exist, (ii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] exists and pixel p[-1, y] does not
exist, (iii) the case where pixel p[x, -1] does not exist and pixel p[-1, y] exists, and (iv) the case where pixel p[x, -1] and
pixel p[-1, y] do not both exist, prediction images are respectively generated in accordance with the following formulas
(66) to (69).
[30] 
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(d) Plane Prediction mode (mode = 3)

[0087] In the Plane Prediction mode, prediction image is plane-approximated from pixel of left side block and pixel of
upper side block which are adjacent of color difference block to allow the prediction image thus obtained to be prediction
image of corresponding block. When pixels of left and upper side blocks which are adjacent are respectively expressed
as p[-1, y] and p[x, -1], the prediction image predc of color difference in this case is represented by the following formula
(70). Here, Clip1 in the formula (70) indicates that clipping into the range from 0 to 255 is performed.
[31] 

where 

(2-2) Orthogonal transform unit

[0088] Chroma format signal and color space signal are also delivered to the orthogonal transform unit 14.
[0089] One example of the configuration of the orthogonal transform unit 14 is shown in FIG. 7. The orthogonal
transform unit 14 switches orthogonal transform system on the basis of chroma format signal indicating whether resolution
of color component is that of any one of the 4:2:0 format, the 4:2:2 format and the 4:4:4 format, etc., and color space
signal indicating whether color space is any one of YCbCr, RGB and XYZ, etc.
[0090] At the orthogonal transform unit 14 shown in FIG. 7, the chroma format signal and the color space signal are
delivered to switches 40, 42. The switches 40, 42 select any one of orthogonal transform elements 41a, 41b, 41c on the
basis of the chroma format signal and the color space signal to deliver output from the adder 13 to the selected orthogonal
transform element to output a signal from the selected orthogonal transform element. The switches 40, 42 select the
same orthogonal transform element. It is to be noted that while explanation will be given in FIG. 7 on the premise that
any one of three kinds of orthogonal transform elements 41a, 41b, 41c is selected, the number of orthogonal transform
elements, i.e., the number of orthogonal transform systems may be arbitrarily set.
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(2-2-1)

[0091] First, the operation of the orthogonal transform element 41a will be explained. The orthogonal transform element
41a performs orthogonal transform with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:2:0 format
and color space signal indicates YCbCr. It is to be noted that since the operation of the orthogonal transform element
41a is the same as that of the previously described prior art, the detailed explanation thereof is omitted.

(2-2-2)

[0092] Then, the operation of the orthogonal transform element 41b will be explained. The orthogonal transform
element 41b performs orthogonal transform with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:
2:2 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr.
[0093] More particularly, after intra-prediction of color difference is performed, 4 4 integral transform is applied on 4
4 pixel block basis within 8 8 blocks. When difference signal obtained by subtracting prediction image from corresponding
pixel block is expressed as f4 4, 4 4 orthogonal transform processing is represented by the following formula (71).
[32] 

where 

[0094] After 4 4 integral transform processing is performed, (0, 0) coefficients of eight 4 4 blocks within two 8 8 blocks
successive in a longitudinal direction are collected to constitute 2 4 block to apply 2 4 transform processing to the 2 4
block. This is because efficiency of intra-prediction used in color difference is not so high so that correlation is still left
between (0, 0) coefficients of adjacent 4 4 blocks. In order to further enhance (increase) encoding efficiency by making
use of the correlation, only (0, 0) coefficients of 4 4 blocks are collected to constitute 2 4 blocks to apply 2 4 transform
processing thereto. When block of chroma DC of 2 4 is expressed as f2 4, transform processing with respect to the
chroma DC block is represented by the following formula (72).
[33] 

where 
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(2-2-3)

[0095] Subsequently, the operation of the orthogonal transform element 41c will be explained. The orthogonal transform
element 41c performs orthogonal transform with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:
4:4 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr, RGB or XYZ.
[0096] More particularly, 4 4 integral transform of color difference indicating 4:4:4 format, YCbCr, RGB or XYZ is
performed thereafter to collect 16 (0, 0) coefficients within macro block in the same manner as the case of luminance
to constitute 4 4 DC block to apply 4 4 transform processing thereto. This transform processing is represented by the
following formula (73).
[34] 

where 

(2-3) Quantization unit

[0097] Chroma format signal and color space signal are also delivered to the quantization unit 15.
[0098] An example of the configuration of the quantization unit 15 is shown in FIG. 9. The quantization unit 15 switches
quantization system on the basis of chroma format signal indicating whether resolution of color component is that of any
one of 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, etc. and color space signal indicating whether color space is any one
of YCbCr, RGB and XYZ, etc.
[0099] At the quantization unit 15 shown in FIG. 9, chroma format signal and color space signal are delivered to
switches 50, 52. The switches 50, 52 select any one of quantizers 51a, 51b, 51c on the basis of chroma format signal
and color space signal to deliver an output from the orthogonal transform unit 14 to the selected quantizer to output a
signal from the selected quantizer. The switches 50, 52 select the same quantizer. It is to be noted that while explanation
will be given in FIG. 9 on the premise that any one of three kinds of quantizers 51a, 51b, 51c is selected, the number of
quantizers, i.e., the number of quantization systems may be arbitrarily set.

(2-3-1)

[0100] First, the operation of the quantizer 51a will be explained. The quantizer 51a performs quantization with respect
to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:2:0 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr. It is to
be noted that since the operation of the quantizer 51a is the same as that of the previously described prior art, the
detailed explanation thereof is omitted.
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(2-3-2)

[0101] Then, the operation of the quantizer 51b will be explained. The quantizer 51b performs quantization with respect
to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:2:2 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr.
[0102] Here, Hadamard transform used in transform processing of chroma DC in the case of 4:2:0 format is represented
by the following formula (74).
[35] 

where 

[0103] On the other hand, 2 4 transform used in transform processing of chroma DC in the case of 4:2:2 format is
represented by the following formula (75).
[36] 

where 

[0104] Accordingly, normalization coefficient by transform processing in the 4:2:0 format is 1/2, whereas normalization
coefficient by transform processing in the 4:2:2 format is 1/22. However, since real number operation is included in this
case, 2 4 transform is simplified as indicated by the following formula (76).
[37] 
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[0105] Since the normalization coefficients are calculated together with scale in quantization, it is necessary to change
the quantization method in a manner as described below in the case of transform processing of 4:2:2 format.
[0106] When quantized DC coefficient is Qf’[ij], quantized coefficient values of 2 4 chroma DC block are given by, e.g.,
the following formula (77). Here, r in the formula (77) is parameter for changing rounding processing. It is to be noted
that since quantization with respect to AC coefficients is the same as that in the case of the 4:2:0 format, the explanation
thereof will be omitted.
[38] 

(2-3-3)

[0107] Subsequently, the operation of the quantizer 51c will be explained. The quantizer 51c performs quantization
with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:4:4 format and color space signal indicates
YCbCr, RGB or XYZ.
[0108] Here, Hadamard transform used in transform processing of chroma DC is represented by the following formula
(78). Accordingly, in this case, the normalization coefficient of transform processing becomes equal to 1/4.
[39] 
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[0109] When quantized DC coefficient is Qf’[ij], quantized coefficient value of 4 4 chroma DC block is given by, e.g.,
the following formula (79). Here, r in the formula (79) is parameter for changing rounding processing.
[40] 

(2-4) Inverse quantization unit

[0110] Chroma format signal and color space signal are also delivered to the inverse quantization unit 18.
[0111] One example of the configuration of the inverse quantization unit 18 is shown in FIG. 10. The inverse quantization
unit 18 switches inverse quantization system on the basis of chroma format signal indicating whether resolution of color
component is that of any one of 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, etc. and color space signal indicating whether
color space is any one of YCbCr, RGB and XYZ, etc.
[0112] In the inverse quantization unit 18 shown in FIG. 10, chroma format signal and color space signal are delivered
to switches 60, 62. The switches 60, 62 select any one of inverse quantizers 61a, 61b, 61c on the basis of the chroma
format signal and the color space signal to deliver output from the quantization unit 15 to the selected inverse-quantizer
to output a signal from the selected inverse-quantizer. The switches 60, 62 select the same inverse-quantizer. It is to
be noted that while explanation will be given in the FIG. 10 on the premise that any one of three kinds of inverse-
quantizers 61 a, 61b, 61c is selected, the number of inverse-quantizers, i.e., the number of inverse-quantization systems
may be arbitrarily set.

(2-4-1)

[0113] First, the operation of the inverse-quantizer 61a will be explained. The inverse-quantizer 61a performs inverse-
quantization with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:2:0 format and color space signal
indicates YCbCr. It is to be noted that since the operation of the inverse-quantizer 61a is the same as that of the previously
described prior art, the detailed explanation thereof will be omitted.

(2-4-2)

[0114] Then, the operation of the inverse-quantizer 61b will be explained. The inverse-quantizer 61b performs inverse
quantization with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:2:2 format and color space signal
indicates YCbCr.
[0115] More particularly, when inverse-quantized DC coefficient is fdc", inverse-quantized DC coefficient value of 2 2
chroma DC block is represented by the following formula (80) in the case where QPc is 6 (six) or more, and is represented
by the following formula (81) in the case where QPc is less than 6 (six). It is to be noted that since inverse-quantization
with respect to AC coefficients is the same as that in the case of 4:2:0 format, the explanation thereof will be omitted.
[41] 

(2-4-3)

[0116] Then, the operation of the inverse-quantizer 61c will be explained. The inverse-quantizer 61c performs inverse
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quantization with respect to an image signal in which chroma format signal indicates 4:4:4 format and color space signal
indicates YCbCr, RGB or XYZ.
[0117] More particularly, when inverse-quantized DC coefficient is fdc", inverse-quantized coefficient value of 4 4
chroma DC block is represented by the following formula (82) in the case where QPc is 6 (six) or more, and is represented
by the following formula (83) in the case where QPc is less than 6 (six). It is to be noted that since inverse quantization
with respect to AC coefficients is the same as that in the case of 4:2:0 format, the explanation thereof will be omitted.
[42] 

(2-5) Inverse orthogonal transform unit

[0118] Chroma format signal and color space signal are also delivered to the inverse orthogonal transform unit 19.
[0119] One example of the configuration of the inverse orthogonal transform unit 19 is shown in FIG. 11. The inverse
orthogonal transform unit 19 switches inverse orthogonal transform system on the basis of chroma format signal indicating
whether resolution of color component is that of any one of 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, etc. and color
space signal indicating whether color space is any one of YCbCr, RGB and XYZ, etc.
[0120] In the inverse orthogonal transform unit 19 shown in FIG. 11, chroma format signal and color space signal are
delivered to switches 70, 72. The switches 70, 72 select any one of inverse orthogonal transform elements 71a, 71b,
71c on the basis of the chroma format signal and the color space signal to deliver an output from the inverse quantization
unit 18 to the selected inverse orthogonal transform element to output a signal from the selected inverse orthogonal
transform element. The switches 70, 72 select the same inverse orthogonal transform element. It is to be noted that
while explanation will be given in the FIG. 11 on the premise that any one of three kinds of inverse orthogonal transform
elements 71a, 71b, 71c is selected, the number of inverse orthogonal transform elements, i.e., the number of inverse
orthogonal transform systems may be arbitrarily set.

(2-5-1)

[0121] First, the operation of the inverse orthogonal transform element 71a will be explained. The inverse-orthogonal
transform element 71a performs inverse orthogonal transform with respect to an image signal in which chroma format
signal indicates 4:2:0 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr. It is to be noted that since the operation of the
inverse orthogonal transform element 71a is the same as that of the previously described prior art, the detailed explanation
thereof will be omitted.

(2-5-2)

[0122] Then, the operation of the inverse orthogonal transform element 71b will be explained. The inverse orthogonal
transform element 71b performs inverse orthogonal transform with respect to an image signal in which chroma format
signal indicates 4:2:2 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr.
[0123] More particularly, 2 4 inverse transform processing is applied to 2 4DC block. When inverse-transformed 2 4
chroma DC block is expressed as fdc2 4’", inverse transform with respect to the chroma DC block is represented by the
following formula (84).
[43] 
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where 

[0124] With the chroma DC coefficient being as (0, 0) coefficients of 4 4 block as shown in FIG. 8, inverse transform
processing of respective 4 4 blocks is performed. When respective coefficients of 4 4 blocks in which fdc2 4’" which is
inverse-transformed chroma DC is caused to be (0, 0) coefficient are expressed as F’4 4 and decoded difference signal
at inverse transformed 4 4 block is expressed as F"4 4, inverse transform processing is represented by the following
formula (85).
[44] 

where 

(2-5-3)

[0125] Subsequently, the operation of the inverse orthogonal transform element 71c will be explained. The inverse
orthogonal transform element 71c performs inverse orthogonal transform with respect to an image signal in which chroma
format signal indicates 4:4:4 format and color space signal indicates YCbCr, RGB or XYZ.
[0126] More particularly, 4 4 inverse transform processing is applied to 4 4 DC blocks. When inverse-transformed 4
4 chroma DC block is expressed as fdc4 4’", inverse transform processing with respect to the chroma DC block is
represented by the following formula (86).
[45] 
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where 

[0127] With this chroma DC coefficient being as (0, 0) coefficient of 4 4 block of AC coefficients, inverse transform
processing of respective 4 4 blocks is performed. When respective coefficients of 4 4 blocks in which fdc4 4’" which is
inverse-transformed chroma DC is caused to be (0, 0) coefficient are expressed as F’4 x 4, and decoded difference
signal at inverse-transformed 4 4 block is expressed as F"4 4, inverse transform processing is represented by the
following formula (87).
[46] 

where 

(2-6) Other block

[0128] The chroma format signal and the color space signal are also delivered to the reversible encoding unit 16, at
which variable length encoding or arithmetic encoding of such signals is performed. The signals thus obtained are
outputted in the state included in image compressed information.
[0129] The chroma format signal and the color space signal are encoded by, e.g., syntax as described below.

          seq_parameter_set_rbsp() {
         :
            chroma_format_idc       u(2)
             color_space_idc       u(2)
         :
         }

[0130] Here, syntax encoded as u(2) is encoded by variable length code of, e.g., "001x1x0". Among them, x1 and x0
correspond to 2 (two) bits of syntax to be encoded.

(3) Configuration and operation of the image information decoding apparatus

[0131] Outline of the configuration of an image information decoding apparatus corresponding to the above-described
image information encoding apparatus 10 is shown in FIG. 12. As shown in FIG. 12, the image information decoding
apparatus 80 comprises a storage buffer 81, a reversible decoding unit 82, an inverse quantization unit 83, an inverse
orthogonal transform unit 84, an adder 85, an image sorting buffer 86, a D/A (Digital/Analogue) converting unit 87, a
motion prediction/compensation unit 88, a frame memory 89, and an intra prediction unit 90.
[0132] In FIG. 12, an image compressed information serving as input is first stored into the storage buffer 81, and is
then transferred to the reversible decoding unit 82. The reversible decoding unit 82 performs processing such as variable
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length decoding or arithmetic decoding, etc. on the basis of a predetermined format for image compressed information.
Moreover, in the case where corresponding frame is inter-encoded frame, the reversible decoding unit 82 also decodes
motion vector information stored at header portion of the image compressed information to transfer the decoded infor-
mation thus obtained to the prediction/compensation unit 88. Further, the reversible decoding unit 82 decodes chroma
format signal and color space signal to deliver decoded signals thus obtained to the inverse quantization unit 83, the
inverse orthogonal transform unit 84 and the intra prediction unit 90.
[0133] Quantized transform coefficients serving as output of the reversible decoding unit 82 are delivered to the inverse
quantization unit 83, at which they are outputted as transform coefficients. The inverse orthogonal transform unit 84
implements reversible transform such as inverse discrete cosine transform or inverse Karhunen-Loeve transform, etc.
to the transform coefficients on the basis of a predetermined format for image compressed information. In the case
where corresponding frame is intra-encoded frame, image information to which inverse orthogonal transform processing
has been implemented is stored into the image sorting buffer 86, and is outputted after undergone D/A converting
processing.
[0134] Here, in the case where corresponding frame or macro block is intra-encoded frame or macro block, decoding
processing is performed by using the same inverse quantization method, inverse orthogonal transform method and intra
prediction method as those as described above on the basis of the chroma format signal and the color space signal
which have been decoded at the reversible decoding unit 82.
[0135] On the other hand, in the case where corresponding frame is inter-encoded frame, reference image is generated
on the basis of motion vector information to which reversible decoding processing has been implemented and image
information stored in the frame memory 89. The reference image thus generated and output of the inverse orthogonal
transform unit 84 are synthesized at the adder 85. Since other processing are the same as those of intra-encoded frame,
the explanation thereof will be omitted.
[0136] It is to be noted that while the present invention has been described in accordance with certain preferred
embodiments thereof illustrated in the accompanying drawings and described in the above description in detail, it should
be understood by those ordinarily skilled in the art that the invention is not limited to embodiments, but various modifi-
cations, alternative constructions or equivalents can be implemented without departing from the scope and spirit of the
present invention as set forth by appended claims.

Industrial Applicability

[0137] The present invention can efficiently perform encoding processing by using intra-image predictive encoding
processing not only with respect to the case of input image signal in which corresponding frame is 4:2:0 format and color
space is YCbCr, but also with respect to the case of input image signal in which corresponding format is 4:2:2 format
or 4:4:4 format, and color space is RGB or XYZ, etc.
[0138] Some specific aspects of the present disclosure are set out in the following numbered clauses:

1 An image information encoding apparatus adapted for blocking an input image signal to implement orthogonal
transform thereto on the block basis to perform quantization,
the image information encoding apparatus comprising:

intra-image prediction means for adaptively changing block size on the basis of a chroma format signal indicating
resolution of a color signal and a color space signal indicating color space to generate a prediction image in
performing intra-image predictive encoding of the color signal;
transform means for performing, on a predetermined block size basis, integral transform of a difference signal
between the prediction image generated by the intra-image prediction means and an original image;
quantization means for adaptively changing quantization technique in accordance with transform processing
by the transform means to quantize transform coefficients generated by the transform means; and
encoding means for encoding the transform coefficients quantized by the quantization means, the chroma format
signal and the color space signal.

2 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 1,
wherein the transform means further performs integral transform of blocks constituted by collecting only DC com-
ponents after undergone integral transform on the predetermined block size basis.
3 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 2,
wherein the chroma format signal at least includes 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, and the color space
signal at least includes YCbCr, RGB and XYZ.
4 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 3,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:2:0 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, the intra-
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image prediction means generates the prediction image on 8 8 pixel basis.
5 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 3,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:2:2 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, the intra-
image prediction means generates the prediction image on 8 16 pixels basis in which blocks of 8 8 pixels are
arranged in a longitudinal direction.
6 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 3,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:4:4 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, RGB or
XYZ, the intra-image prediction means generates the prediction image on 16 16 pixels basis in which blocks of 8 8
pixels are arranged in longitudinal and lateral directions.
7 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 4,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:2:0 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, the
transform means performs integral transform of the difference signal on 4 4 pixel basis to further perform integral
transform of blocks of 2 2 pixel units constituted by collecting transformed DC components.
8 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 7,
wherein when respective coefficients of the blocks of 2 2 pixel units are expressed as fdc2 2, respective coefficients
fde’2 2 after undergone integral transform of the corresponding blocks are represented by the following formula.
[1] 

where 

9 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 5,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:2:2 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, the
transform means performs integral transform of the difference signal on 4 4 pixel basis to further perform integral
transform of blocks of 2 4 pixel units constituted by collecting transformed DC components.
10 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 9,
wherein when respective coefficients of the blocks of 2 4 pixel units are expressed as fdc2 4, respective coefficients
fdc’2 4 after undergone integral transform of the corresponding blocks are represented by the following formula.
[2] 

where 
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11 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 10,
wherein the relationship between the fdc2 4 and the fdc’2 4 is approximated by the following formula.
[3] 

12 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 6, wherein in the case where the chroma format
signal is 4:4:4 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, RGB or XYZ, the transform means performs integral
transform of the difference signal on 4 4 pixel basis to further perform integral transform of blocks of 4 4 pixel units
constituted by collecting transformed DC components.
13 The image information encoding apparatus as set forth in clause 12,
wherein when respective coefficients of the blocks of 4 4 pixel units are expressed as fdc4 4, respective coefficients
fdc’4 4 after undergone integral transform of the corresponding blocks are represented by the following formula.
[4] 

14 An image information encoding method of blocking an input image signal to implement orthogonal transform
thereto on the block basis to perform quantization,
the image information encoding method including:
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an intra-image prediction step of adaptively changing block size on the basis of a chroma format signal indicating
resolution of a color signal and a color space signal indicating color space to generate a prediction image in
performing intra-image predictive encoding of the color signal;
a transform step of performing, on a predetermined block size basis, integral transform processing of a difference
signal between the prediction image generated at the intra-image prediction step and an original image;
a quantization step of adaptively changing quantization technique in accordance with transform processing at
the transform step to quantize transform coefficients generated at the transform step; and
an encoding step of encoding the transform coefficients quantized at the quantization step, the chroma format
signal and the color space signal.

15 The image information encoding method as set forth in clause 14,
wherein, at the transform step, integral transform of blocks constituted by collecting only DC components after
undergone integral transform on the predetermined block size basis is further performed.
16 The image information encoding method as set forth in clause 14,
wherein the chroma format signal at least includes 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, and the color space
signal at least includes YCbCr, RGB and XYZ.
17 An image information decoding apparatus adapted for decoding information obtained by implementing inverse
quantization and inverse orthogonal transform to image compressed information in which an input image signal is
blocked to implement orthogonal transform thereto on the block basis so that quantization is performed with respect
thereto,
the image information decoding apparatus comprising:

decoding means for decoding quantized and encoded transform coefficients, a chroma format signal indicating
resolution of a color signal and a color space signal indicating color space;
inverse quantization means for adaptively changing inverse quantization technique in accordance with the
chroma format signal and the color space signal to inverse-quantize the transform coefficients decoded by the
decoding means;
inverse transform means for performing integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks; and
intra-image prediction means for generating a prediction image in performing intra-image predictive decoding
of the color signal at a block size corresponding to the chroma format signal and the color space signal by using
an output signal from the inverse transform means.

18 The image information decoding apparatus as set forth in clause 17,
wherein the inverse transform means performs integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks to further perform
integral transform of the respective coefficients on the predetermined block size basis as respective DC components
of blocks of a predetermined block size.
19 The image information decoding apparatus as set forth in clause 18,
wherein the chroma format signal at least includes 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, and the color space
signal at least includes YCbCr, RGB and XYZ.
20 The image information decoding apparatus as set forth in clause 19,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:2:0 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, the inverse
transform means performs integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks of 2 2 pixel units to further perform
integral transform of the transformed respective coefficients as respective DC coefficients of four blocks of 4 4 pixel
units which constitute block of 8 8 pixels.
21 The image information decoding apparatus as set forth in clause 19,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:2:2 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, the inverse
transform means performs integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks of 2 4 pixel units to further perform
integral transform of the transformed respective coefficients as respective DC coefficients of eight blocks of 4 4 pixel
units which constitute blocks of 8 16 pixels.
22 The image information decoding apparatus as set forth in clause 19,
wherein in the case where the chroma format signal is 4:4:4 format, and the color space signal is YCbCr, RGB or
XYZ, the transform means performs integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks of 4 4 pixel units to further
perform integral transform of the transformed respective coefficients as respective DC coefficients of 16 blocks of
4 4 pixel units which constitute blocks of 16 16 pixels.
23 An image information decoding method of decoding information obtained by implementing inverse quantization
and inverse orthogonal transform to image compressed information in which an input image signal is blocked to
implement orthogonal transform thereto on the block basis so that quantization is performed with respect thereto,
the image information decoding method including:
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a decoding step of decoding quantized and encoded transform coefficients, a chroma format signal indicating
resolution of a color signal, and a color space signal indicating color space;
an inverse quantization step of adaptively changing inverse-quantization technique in accordance with the
chroma format signal and the color space signal to inverse-quantize the transform coefficients decoded at the
decoding step;
an inverse transform step of performing integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks to further perform,
on a predetermined block size basis, integral transform of the respective coefficients as respective DC compo-
nents of the predetermined block size; and
an intra-image prediction step of generating a prediction image in performing intra-image predictive decoding
of the color signal at a block size corresponding to the chroma format signal and the color space signal by using
an output signal of the inverse transform step.

24 The image information decoding method as set forth in clause 23,
wherein, at the inverse transform step, integral transform of the inverse-quantized blocks is performed to further
perform, on a predetermined block size basis, integral transform of respective coefficients as respective DC com-
ponents of blocks of the predetermined block size. 25 The image information decoding method as set forth in clause
24,
wherein the chroma format signal at least includes 4:2:0 format, 4:2:2 format and 4:4:4 format, and the color space
signal at least includes YCbCr, RGB and XYZ.

Claims

1. A decoding apparatus comprising: an inverse quantizing part wherein, if a chroma format signal indicating the
resolution of a colour difference signal of an image signal is in the 4:2:2 format, the inverse quantizing part is adapted
to use a scale value for inverse quantization whose value has been changed to match the change in the scale value
for the inverse orthogonal transform, to perform inverse quantization of the quantized coefficients; and an inverse
transform part that is adapted to act on transform coefficients inversely quantized by the inverse quantizing part, to
perform an inverse orthogonal transform in 2x4 block units on the transform coefficients obtained by orthogonally
transforming in 2x4 block units the chroma DC blocks of 2x4 blocks composed by collecting only the DC components
of 4x4 blocks that have been orthogonally transformed with integer precision in 4x4 pixel block units, and to perform
an inverse orthogonal transform with the inversely orthogonally transformed coefficients as the DC coefficients of
each of the eight 4x4 blocks corresponding to 8x16 pixel blocks with 8x8 pixel blocks lined up in a vertical direction.

2. A decoding method having: an inverse quantizing process comprising, if a chroma format signal indicating the
resolution of a colour difference signal of an image signal is in the 4:2:2 format, performing inverse quantization of
the quantized coefficients using a scale value for inverse quantization whose value has been changed to match the
change in the scale value for the inverse orthogonal transform; and an inverse transform process that acts on
transform coefficients inversely quantized by the inverse quantizing process said inverse transform process com-
prising: performing an inverse orthogonal transform in 2x4 block units on the transform coefficients obtained by
orthogonally transforming in 2x4 block units the chroma DC blocks of 2x4 blocks composed by collecting only the
DC components of 4x4 blocks that have been orthogonally transformed with integer precision in 4x4 pixel block
units, and performing an inverse orthogonal transform with the inversely orthogonally transformed coefficients as
the DC coefficients of each of the eight 4x4 blocks corresponding to 8x16 pixel blocks with 8x8 pixel blocks lined
up in a vertical direction.
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